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 My wife and I never played hockey. So we had no idea what we were getting into when our oldest son 
came home from kindergarten with a flyer for a youth hockey learn-to-skate program at a local rink, asking, 
“can I do this?” What the heck, we thought, we’ll give it a try and see if he likes it. Well, that was 16 years 
and untold hours in the rink later. We are now nearing the end of the road, with the youngest of our three 
boys a junior in high school. I know there is sort of a mythology of the long-suffering hockey moms and 
hockey dads, but I will be totally honest—I have enjoyed every bit of our kids’ lives in hockey. Yes, it put 
thousands of extra miles on our cars. Yes, it has totally screwed up “family dinner” for us, as we juggled 
three kids’ practice schedules and weekend game schedules (weekends were a particular challenge—we 
often had to write down who was going where when, with who, to make sure we had coverage for three 
games a day across the state. There was that one time we left a kid at a rink in Massachusetts, but he made 
it home OK with another parent…). Yes, it has probably cost us hundreds of thousands of dollars over the 
years. But we wouldn’t have given it up for anything. 
 
 So what makes it so compelling as a parent? I love that hockey is a game where everyone doesn’t win 
a trophy for just showing up. Winning isn’t the only thing, but it matters, just as it does in real life. When 
our kids were little, we used to laugh at the soccer moms and their elaborate rotation to bring snacks to 
every game and practice. My wife and the other hockey moms had T-shirts printed up one year saying, 
“hockey moms don’t do snack.” I loved it. I loved that when most kids had shoes with Velcro instead of 
laces and got driven to the bus stop, our kids laced up their own skates in the locker room and carried their 
bags into the rink. I love the atmosphere (and even the smell) of the rink. No other sport is as compelling, 
focuses your attention so much as a fan. I don’t know why that is, maybe being inside in a closed space 



	  

	  

helps, but something about the game grabs your attention. Before one of our kids’ games, I could get 
totally absorbed in a Peewee B tilt between two teams I had never seen before. Pretty soon I’ll be yelling 
“nice save” or “backcheck!!!” with all the other parents. 
 
 Speaking of the other parents, I love them too (well, most of them at least). They may occasionally yell 
at the ref or their own kids, but a bigger-hearted and more generous group of folks you won’t find 
anywhere. And I love that cops and lawyers and professors and secretaries are all the same at the rink, 
cheering for their kids and the team. You know each of them would be happy to give your kid a ride, or take 
him home and feed him, and you would never ever worry about it because they are hockey people. I 
particularly love the coaches, who give up so much of their time for the kids and the game they know and 
love so well. One of our kids had the same dad as a coach from his first year as a travel mite until his 
senior year on the high school fall team, and I am in awe of how much he gave to my son. The only 
payment he ever got was seeing the little guys grow and develop, and the thanks of the kids and their 
parents. Most of all I love the pride I feel at my sons’ accomplishments on the ice. If one of them has a nice 
game, it can make my week. Of course, sometimes things go the other way (no lie, when he was 8 one of 
my kids was booed during the medal ceremony at a mite tournament in Rhode Island because of a 
particularly ugly-looking penalty earlier in the game). But again that’s life—each game, each season, has its 
highlights and lowlights. 
 
 I often wonder what my wife and I will do next March, when our youngest plays his last high school 
game. We’ll probably be those parents who keep going to the high school games for the next few years, 
living on the fumes and the memories and getting our fix of rink time. Hopefully, there will be grandkids to 
root for someday (no pressure, guys…). I’ll probably be one of those granddads who slips the kid a few 
bucks after he or she has a good game. But I am so grateful that our son brought that flyer home all those 
years ago. Think what we would have missed if we thought, “naaah, hockey is too hard.” 


